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Minutes of the Extraordinary FGB meeting 

Wednesday 29th November 2pm 

 

Attendees: Catherine McMahon, Richard Hodder, Jack Branford, Adrian Rudman, Eleanor Milligan, 

Andrew Beane, Chris Marriott and David Hibberd 

Also Attending:  Fiona Tibbitt as clerk. 

Apologies: Emily Clarke 

Welcome 

Eleanor welcomed everyone to the meeting and Jack opened the meeting with a prayer. 

1 Response to scoping audit report 

Eleanor thanked Chris, Richard and Jack for their input in the feedback for the response.  The 

response was discussed and all were happy with the wording.  

2 News  

Primary update 

There was a meeting at 10am on the 29th to discuss the final steps in the move to primary.  The OM 

had taken notes and these were circulated to the governors present (see appendix 1, notes of 

outcomes [not full minutes]). Before the meeting the Head had a conversation with Paul Dunning to 

discuss the audit and he was confident the school was ready to move forward to primary in 

September 18.  

Governors expressed their disappointment that the admissions letters could only say there was an 

expectation the school will be primary rather than a definite, it will happen.  They accepted this was 

the only way forward in the circumstances.  

The governors expressed their wish to make parents excited about the change to primary and 

encourage the year 2 parents to want their children to stay into year 3. 

The Head advised the key stage 2 teacher vacancy is being advertised and that she will be arranging 

an inspirational after school talk in January to let parents know how wonderful the school will be as 

a primary. She welcomed any input from governors to get the message across.  

Building update 

Governors were informed that the joint plan between NCC and the Diocese to build a multi-purpose 

hall and nursery had fallen through due to a shortfall in funding.  David clarified that he had checked 

there was nothing more governors, or the school, could have done to see this coming.  

The NCC are going to provide a temporary classroom ready for September 2018, Isobel Horner is 

arranging this. The NCC will move forward with plans for a stand-alone nursery on the bottom 

playground. It was confirmed that planning permission will need to be reapplied for. It is likely NPS 

will do the nursery build 

The Diocese have allocated £300,000 LCVAP money from the next financial year to go towards 

updating the dining hall into a multipurpose hall and modernising the kitchen and possibly doing 
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some work in the main school building. There is the possibility of further funding the following year.  

Governors asked if the 10% from the school (£30,000) was still available for this.  The OM confirmed 

the school has £20,000 allocated ready and with the £10,000 that Aylsham PCC have pledged the full 

amount will be reached. Spire have been contracted to produce new plans for the Horsa block. (Les 

Bailey from Spire was measuring up on 05.12.17).  

Governors were asked for their input in the planning of the build, what they saw as important 

factors moving forward.  

The initial nursery plan option D was mentioned as the best fit for the standalone nursery.  

Governors were keen for food provision to continue due to the excellent standard currently offered. 

They felt that renovating the dining hall into a multipurpose hall was the main priority and discussed 

how it could be improved using the same footprint.  

3 Staffing scenarios 

The Head shared the staffing plan dependant on pupil numbers with governors.  They were keen to 

communicate to parents that there will be a new key stage 2 teacher. The perennial problem of 

concern by parents about mixed age classes was discussed. The need to explain to parents the 

benefits of mixed age classes so they understand the learning benefits was highlighted and it was 

felt this needed to be addressed head on.  

Governors accepted the hard financial facts that under a certain number of pupils into year 3 a 5 

class wouldn’t be possible in September 2018.  The school will receive growth funding but cannot 

run a deficit budget.  However it was pointed out that it will be possible, even with a fairly small year 

3 class, to have a 5th class teacher.  

It was confirmed the interviews for the new class teacher are in January with the hope to appoint 

around the time of the admissions deadline if the right candidate is found. The ideal qualities and 

skills in the new teacher were discussed. 

4 AOB  

Adam has decided to stand down as parent governor. 

Mary Evans, a neighbour to the school who volunteers weekly with the children, was put forward for 

consideration as a foundation governor. She is also a member of Aylsham Town Council. Andrew 

asked what the gaps in the skills audit were, the only gap is in law, which would be very hard to fill. 

The school pays into legal advice from NCC so this is not a concern. Mary has been a governor 

previously, once in a mainstream school and once in a special school. She is a specialist in SEN.   
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Appendix 1 

 Primary Next Steps Meeting  

29th November 2017, 10am 

 

Attendees:  

Caroline Money (School Organisation Manager) 

Isobel Horner (Capital Programme Manager) 

Catherine McMahon 

David Hibberd 

Sue Dale (Education Partnership Advisor) 

Micky Harcourt Heath (Senior Intervention Officer) 

Sam Witton (Diocese Finance Director) 

Paul Dunning (Diocese Director of Education) 

Eric Clarke (Admissions Team Leader) 

Richard Snowden (Head of School Admissions Service) 

Fiona Tibbitt 

 

Caroline explained she had called the meeting to pull all the information together ready to pass her 

report to the Director of Children’s Services (D of CS). 

 

Confirmed funding problems with the plans for which we have planning permission. 

 

Issues for Determination Report to expand the age range to primary by Sept 18 

A) Consideration of consultation and representation period – needs to go to D of CS within 
next week so have decision before Christmas.  

B) Education standards and diversity of provision – Micky explained scoping audit had 
identified areas of very good practice in nursery and reception and some areas of 
improvement needed in KS1. She explained that the last cohort had started at a low 
attainment and had made good progress which was continually monitored and interventions 
put in place but attainment still not as high as they would have liked.  Catherine explained 
that improvement plans already in place and can see from continuous tracking that KS1 
results this school year will be at national standard if not exceeding national standard.  
Micky agreed with this. 
Caroline and Sue clarified that Micky and Catherine are happy that school improvements will 

be quick, and standards raised, before September 2018.  All agreed. Paul Dunning joined 

with conversation and spoke about improvement board being a positive springboard for 

developing KS2 provision so timely for Sept 2018 change to primary.  

C) Demand v Need – Richard explained demand not as high for reception age this year as 
expected, they hadn’t needed to add so many temporary classrooms at J of G, BVS but it 
wasn’t a problem as would be there for future use.  The question was asked whether it was 
worth considering waiting until Sept 19 for primary. Catherine and David both pointed out 
that this would be damaging to the credibility and confidence in the school and its 
leadership. Paul agreed and there was consensus with this.  After a brief discussion all were 
happy that demand shouldn’t affect the change to primary and admission numbers are 
already set for reception 18.   
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D) School size – despite the hold up with the build Isobel Horner will move ahead with getting 
the temporary classroom, as detailed in the planning permission, in place pre September 
2018.  They have various temporary classrooms coming to end of commission so will re-
allocate one of these. Spire, Diocese and C.S. still in discussion re move forward with 
building plans. Looks likely to be 2 separate projects, nursery standalone classroom on 
bottom playground funded by C.S. and major renovations to horsa block by Diocese. Joint 
project not totally out of the question but highly unlikely. Paul Dunning keen not to take the 
foot off the accelerator. 

E) Proposed Admission Arrangements – Richard has the admissions letter ready to go to 
school and parents tomorrow. It is a standard template saying “the expectation is” that St 
Michael’s School will be reorganised to become a primary in September 2018 and parents at 
St Michael’s  and John of Gaunt will have the option to choose St Michael’s for year 3.  It will 
state that St Michael’s existing children will have preference over JofG children.  This is a 
standard letter they have used many times before. Caroline agreed the letter could go out 
tomorrow. 

F) National Curriculum – Not really discussed other than it will be in hand via the school with 
possible input from School Improvement Board. The benefits of all through primary 
education as opposed to just infant were mentioned. 

G) Equal Opportunity Issues  - None 
H) Community Cohesion – not discussed 
I) Travel and Accessibility -  not discussed 
J) Capital - Budget for build from C.S. £600,000 first and final offer. LCVAP up to £600,000. 

Caroline, Isobel, Paul and Sam all agreed mistakes had been made and lessons learnt with 
their dealings re. plans and budget.  

K) School premises and playing fields – not discussed 
 

 

End of meeting agreement was that Caroline felt all were in a clear position for her to put the final 

determination report together straight away and arrange a meeting with D. of C.S. as soon as 

possible. She stated she would be championing our move to primary. 

 

Admission letters going out tomorrow. 

KS2 advert going live tomorrow. 

 

 

 


